
NFS Aloha Restaurant Guard helps restaurant owners and operators
put a stop to theft, which depletes profits and harms the customer
experience. This powerful back-office solution provides managers with all
the tools and insights they need to identify and mitigate losses
proactively, while strengthening internal controls. Benefits include:

Real-time monitoring and alerts are
the best defence

NFS Aloha Restaurant Guard

Want to stop employee theft in its tracks
and have a better way to measure your
employee performance?

• Back-office hosted solution with frequent updates on the latest theft
patterns

• Recognises common scams, such as transfers, voids after check close,
comps after check close and comps after check print

• Provides real-time transaction monitoring and historical trends for
sophisticated fraud detection

• Detailed reports provide loss prevention summaries; scam alerts; server
performance; and site rankings by kitchen, dining room and fraud index

• Reports are customisable and require zero configuration, making them
easy to use

Real-time loss prevention
With Aloha Restaurant Guard, you can
monitor transactions in real time to
identify any fraudulent activity occurring
at the terminal. Move swiftly to stamp out
theft, minimising its impact.

Increased profitability
Protect your restaurant’s bottom line,
freeing up capital for business growth
and operational improvements.

Improved workforce management
With Aloha Restaurant Guard, it’s easy to
determine your best and worst servers.
Make the staffing decisions to foster
employee engagement, creating a healthy
workplace and motivating your top
performers.

Tools to deter theft
Aloha Restaurant Guard enables you to
act as the architect and visible champion
of your loss prevention programme. The
system’s real-time reports and actionable
analytics also serve as a powerful
deterrent against theft in your restaurant.

Stronger operational controls
Leverage Aloha Restaurant Guard data to
improve operational controls, preventing
theft from reoccurring. Controls are
adapted on an ongoing basis to reflect
the latest theft patterns, protecting your
restaurant against the latest scams.



A superior guest experience
By protecting inventory, payment processes and margins,  Aloha
Restaurant Guard allows staff to focus on delivering an optimal customer
experience.

Intelligent recognition of new theft patterns
Theft patterns are constantly changing. With continual updates,  Aloha
Restaurant Guard helps you recognise – and prevent – new scams.

Contact NFS today 

for more details 

Web: www.nfs-hospitality.com

Email: info@nfs-hospitality.com

Freephone 0800 731 8451


